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Sylvio was recuperating in the site he looked over.

Not long ago, he had sustained a minor injury during a battle with a Soul Devourer

Overlord who appeared unexpectedly while Elora was regenerating her body.

Although the injury wasn’t severe, it would still take some time to fully heal.

Suddenly, Sylvio opened his eyes.

There was a serious look in his eyes.

Just now, he inexplicably felt the vital energy and blood in his body surge.

This was a bad omen.

Since learning Zwei Arithmetics, every slight change in his body indicated that

something would happen.

It might be good or it might be bad.

Since his vital energy and blood were surging abnormally, it was obviously a bad

sign.

Sylvio quickly became alert and waved his hand.

An extremely complicated nebula map appeared in front of him.

Then, he immediately began to cast Zwei Arithmetics.

He wanted to know what bad things were about to happen and see if he could

prevent or avoid them in advance.

Just as Sylvio was ipping the nebula map in front of him with both hands, a voice

rang out in his ear.

“Sylvio!”

Caught off guard, Sylvio quickly turned to the voice.

At some point, Lu an had appeared not far away and he was staring at him quietly.

Maybe his concentration was too intense while performing Zwei Arithmetics,

causing him to fail to notice Lu an in time.

Seeing that it was Lu an, Sylvio breathed a sigh of relief. He smiled and said, “It’s

you! Lu an, I was wondering who it was. How is your injury? What can I do for

you?”

Although there was a smile on his face, he was vigilant on the inside.

His physical responses would not be wrong.

Since it was a bad omen, something would de nitely happen next.

“I’m almost recovered. Sylvio, I came to you to nd out the whereabouts of Elora.”

Lu an skipped the nonsense and went straight to the point.

He came to learn about Elora’s whereabouts from Sylvio, and then he intended to

nd her.

As for what Sylvio said before about the chance encounter

Elora was going to have, Lu an believed that since he had broken through to

Heavenly Overlord Rank, he was Elora’s greatest chance encounter.

As long as she was with him, she would not receive any harm in the future.

After the successful fusion of the dual souls and breaking through to Heavenly

Overlord Rank, Lu an could not wait any longer.

All he wanted was to nd Elora quickly to tell her that he was strong enough now.

He could protect her and take her to seek revenge against the Soul Devourers and

the Robotias.

Elora had become Lu an’s obsession.

Only by truly owning her could Lu an get over this obsession in his heart.

“Lu an, didn’t I tell you? Elora is safe now and there is also a chance encounter

waiting for her that will help her rise after her failure. If you go to Elora now, you

will not be helping her, instead, you will destroy her. I hope you can be more

rational,” Sylvio explained.

“I don’t care if Elora has a chance encounter or not. I just want to know her

whereabouts. Just tell me directly. Don’t worry about the rest.” Lu an remained

unmoved.

His tone was calm, yet it subtly conveyed the message to Sylvio not to question

him.

During this moment, Sylvio nally picked up on something.

Lu an seemed different from before.

There was a big difference in the way he spoke and in his expression.

He even seemed a bit superior.

What happened?

Sylvio was puzzled.

Could it be that this Lu an in front of him was not the real Lu an?

Was he fake? Was this an impersonator?

Who could it be?
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